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We introduce the notion of finite slope families to encode the local properties
of the p-adic families of Galois representations appearing in the work of Harris,
Lan, Taylor and Thorne on the construction of Galois representations for (non-
self-dual) regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representations of GL.n/ over
CM fields. Our main result is to prove the analytic continuation of semistable
(and crystalline) periods for such families.
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Introduction and notation

Skinner and Urban [2006], in their ICM talk, outlined a program to connect the
order of vanishing of the L-functions of certain polarized regular motives with the
rank of the associated Bloch–Kato Selmer groups. Their strategy is to deform those
motives along certain p-adic families, the so-called eigenfamilies, to construct the
expected extensions. To this end, they introduced the notion of finite slope families
of p-adic representations to encode the local properties of the Galois representations
arising from those p-adic families. One may view the finite slope families as a
generalization of the p-adic families of Galois representations arising from the
Coleman–Mazur eigencurve. Bellaïche and Chenevier [2009] introduced the notion
of weakly refined families of p-adic representations to encode the local properties
of the latter. More precisely, a family of weakly refined p-adic representations is
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a family of p-adic representations1 over a rigid analytic space with a Zariski-dense
subset of crystalline points which have crystalline periods of a prescribed Frobenius
eigenvalue and constant Hodge–Tate weight. Moreover, this constant weight is
the largest one2 of all Hodge–Tate weights, and the difference of this constant
weight with any other weight is unbounded over the base. For example, in the
case of the eigencurve, one can take the subset of all classical eigenforms, and the
prescribed Frobenius eigenvalue and constant Hodge–Tate weight are the function
of Up-eigenvalues and 0 respectively. On the other hand, finite slope families gen-
eralize weakly refined families in the way that allows multiple prescribed Frobenius
eigenvalues and constant Hodge–Tate weights. Skinner and Urban then used the (un-
proven) analytic continuation of crystalline periods of finite slope families to deduce
that the extensions constructed by p-adic deformations lie in the Selmer groups.

Most recently, Harris, Lan, Taylor and Thorne [Harris et al. 2014] (and Scholze
independently) constructed Galois representations for (non-self-dual) regular al-
gebraic cuspidal automorphic representations of GL.n/ over CM fields. It turns
out that these Galois representations emerge from certain p-adic families whose
local properties generalize Skinner and Urban’s finite slope families by allowing
prescribed semistable periods. Therefore, to show that the Galois representations
constructed by Harris, Lan, Taylor and Thorne have the expected properties at
p, one needs to show the analytic continuation of semistable periods for those
p-adic families.

In this paper, we make use of the notion of finite slope families to encode the
local properties of the p-adic families of Galois representations appearing in the
work of Harris, Lan, Taylor and Thorne; this generalizes the original definition
of Skinner and Urban. Our main result is then to prove the analytic continuation
of semistable periods for such families. This will provide a necessary ingredient
in Skinner and Urban’s ICM program. Besides, we recently learned from Taylor
that Ila Varma, as part of an ongoing project, will establish the expected properties
of those Galois representations based on the results of this paper. We also note
that recently Shah [2013] proved some results about interpolating Hodge–Tate and
de Rham periods in families of p-adic Galois representations which may be applied
to some related situations.

In the following, we state our main results precisely. We fix a finite extension K
of Qp . LetK0 be the maximal unramified subextension ofK, and let f D ŒK0 WQp�.
We also fix a finite extension F of Qp contained in Qp such that Hom.K; F /D
Hom.K;Qp/; here Hom denotes the set of Qp-algebra homomorphisms.

1Strictly speaking, Bellaïche–Chenevier used pseudorepresentations rather than genuine represen-
tations in their definition of weakly refined families.

2We normalize the Hodge–Tate weight such that the p-adic cyclotomic character has Hodge–Tate
weight 1.
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Definition 0.1. Let X be a reduced rigid analytic space over F . A finite slope
family of p-adic representations of dimension d over X is a locally free coherent
OX -module VX of rank d equipped with a continuous GK-action, together with the
following data:

(1) Positive integers b; c.

(2) A monic polynomial Q.T / 2 OX .X/ŒT � of degree m with unit constant term.

(3) A subset Z of X such that, for all z in Z, Vz is semistable with nonpositive
Hodge–Tate weights, and, for all B 2 Z, the set of z in Z such that Vz has
d � c Hodge–Tate weights less than B is Zariski-dense in X .

(4) For z 2 Z, a K0˝Qp
k.z/-direct summand Fz of DCst .Vz/ which is free of

rank c and stable under ' and N such that 'f has characteristic polynomial
Q.z/.T / and all Hodge–Tate weights of Fz lie in Œ�b; 0�.

We also need to extend the functors DCcrys and DCst to families of p-adic represen-
tations over rigid analytic spaces.

Definition 0.2. Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp , and let VX be locally free
coherent OX -module equipped with a continuous GK-action. Define DCcrys.VX / and
DCst .VX / to be the presheaves

M.S/ 7!DCcrys.VS /D .VS y̋Qp
BCcrys/

GK

and
M.S/ 7!DCst .VS /D .VS y̋Qp

BCst /
GK ;

respectively, where M.S/ runs through all admissible affinoid subdomain of X ;
here VS is the restriction of VX on M.S/.

Now we can state our main result precisely:

Theorem 0.3. Let VX be a finite slope family over X . Then there exists a surjec-
tive proper morphism X 0 ! X so that .K ˝K0

DCst .VX 0//
Q.'f /D0 has a rank-c

locally free coherent K0 ˝Qp
OX 0-submodule which specializes to a rank-c free

K0˝Qp
k.x/-submodule in DCst .Vx/ for any x 2 X 0. As a consequence, for any

x 2X , DCst .Vx/
Q.x/.'f /D0 has a free K0˝Qp

k.x/-submodule of rank c.

The next result follows immediately:

Corollary 0.4. Let VX be a finite slope family over X . If Vz is crystalline for
any z 2 Z, then there exists a surjective proper morphism X 0 ! X so that
.K ˝K0

DCcrys.VX 0//
Q.'f /D0 has a rank-c locally free coherent K0 ˝Qp

OX 0-
submodule which specializes to a rank-c freeK0˝Qp

k.x/-submodule inDCcrys.Vx/

for every x 2X 0. As a consequence, DCcrys.Vx/
Q.x/.'f /D0 has a freeK0˝Qp

k.x/-
submodule of rank c for every x 2X .
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Since the families of p-adic representations arising from the Coleman–Mazur
eigencurve are special cases of finite slope families, Theorem 0.3 generalizes the
famous result of Kisin [2003] on the analytic continuation of crystalline periods
over the eigencurve. However, even in the case that the prescribed periods are
crystalline, our method is completely different from his. In fact, in the work of
Kisin as well as our recent enhancement [Liu 2014], one crucially uses the fact that
the families of p-adic representations arising from the eigencurve have only one
constant Hodge–Tate weight. On the other hand, our strategy and techniques are
largely inspired by the work of Berger and Colmez [2008] on families of de Rham
representations with bounded Hodge–Tate weights, and Kedlaya, Pottharst and
Xiao [Kedlaya et al. 2014] on the cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules. In
fact, for a finite slope family, we first construct a subfamily of .'; �/-modules
interpolating the prescribed semistable periods, after making a proper and surjective
base change. This is achieved by adapting some techniques of [Kedlaya et al. 2014].
This subfamily of .'; �/-modules is expected to be semistable and produce the
desired semistable periods. However, we are unable to prove this directly due
to some technical obstacles. Instead, we first show that this subfamily of .'; �/-
modules is de Rham, using the fact that it is de Rham at a Zariski-dense subset of
the base. To this end, we develop a theory of families of Hodge–Tate and de Rham
.'; �/-modules with bounded Hodge–Tate weights, which generalizes the theory
of families of Hodge–Tate and de Rham representations with bounded Hodge–
Tate weights developed in [Berger and Colmez 2008]. Then we prove the p-adic
local monodromy for the restrictions of families of de Rham .'; �/-modules with
bounded Hodge–Tate weights on their Shilov boundaries by mimicking the proof
for families of de Rham representations with bounded Hodge–Tate weights given
in [loc. cit.]. This implies that the de Rham periods of this subfamily of .'; �/-
modules become potentially semistable after restricting on the Shilov boundary.
Finally, we use a key lemma due to Berger and Colmez [2008] to conclude that
these de Rham periods are actually semistable.

Notation

We choose a compatible sequence of primitive p-power roots of unity ."n/n�0,
i.e., each "n 2 Qp is a primitive pn-th root of 1, and they satisfy "pnC1 D "n for
all n� 0. Fix "D ."0; "1; : : : /, and let t D logŒ"� be Fontaine’s p-adic 2�i . For a
finite extension L of Qp in Cp , let LnDL."n/ for n� 1, and let L1D

S
n2NLn.

Let L00 be the maximal unramified extension of Qp in L1. Let �L DGal.L1=L/
and �Ln

D Gal.L1=Ln/ for n � 1. For simplicity, denote �K and �Kn
by �

and �n respectively. Let � denote the p-adic cyclotomic character. For a p-
adic representation V of GK and n 2 Z, we set V.n/ D V ˝ �n. For n � 0, let
rn D p

n�1.p� 1/. For s > 0, let n.s/ be the maximal integer n such that rn � s.
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1. Families of .'; �/-modules

In this section we recall the notion of families of .'; �/-modules over rigid analytic
spaces. For the period rings involved in this paper, we follow the notation introduced
in [Berger 2002], and we refer the reader to that paper for precise definitions. Note
that this is different from the “Robba ring” type notation used in [Kedlaya et al. 2014].
A good dictionary for these two types of notation is given in [Berger 2008a, §1].

Definition 1.1. Let A be a Banach algebra over Qp. For s > 0, a '-module
over B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A is a finite projective B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A-module DsA equipped with
an isomorphism

'�DsA ŠD
s
A˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpA
B
�;ps
rig;K y̋Qp

A:

A '-moduleDA over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A is the base change to B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A of a '-module
DsA over B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A for some s > 0. A .'; �/-module over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A is a
'-moduleDsA over B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A equipped with a commuting B
�;s
rig;K-semilinear and

A-linear continuous action of � . A .'; �/-moduleDA over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A is the base
change to B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A of a .'; �/-module DsA over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A for some s > 0.

Notation 1.2. For a morphism A! B of Banach algebras over Qp , we denote by
DsB and DB the base changes of DsA and DA to B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

B and B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

B ,
respectively. When AD S is an affinoid algebra over Qp and x 2M.S/, we denote
Ds
k.x/

and Dk.x/ by Dsx and Dx instead.

To define .'; �/-modules over general rigid analytic spaces, one needs to show
that '-modules over affinoid spaces satisfy the gluing property. To this end, we recall
the notion of '-bundles introduced in [Kedlaya et al. 2014]. Let S be an affinoid
algebra over Qp. For 0 < s1 < s2 which are sufficiently large, a vector bundle
over B

Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S is a finite projective module DŒs1;s2�S over B

Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S . By

the identification of B
Œs1;s2�
K with the ring of rigid analytic functions over the closed

annulus s1 � vp.T /� s2 over K 00, one may identify DŒs1;s2�S with a locally free co-
herent sheaf over the product of the annulus s1� vp.T /� s2 overK 00 withM.S/ in
the category of rigid analytic spaces over Qp . It then follows that vector bundles over
B
Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S satisfy the gluing property for the weak G-topology of M.S/. For

sufficiently large s, a vector bundle over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S consists of one vector bundle
D
Œs1;s2�
S over each ring B

Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S with s� s1� s2, together with isomorphisms

D
Œs1;s2�
S ˝

B
Œs1;s2�

K
y̋

QpS
B
Œs01;s

0
2�

K
y̋Qp

S ŠD
Œs01;s

0
2�

S

for all s � s01 � s1 � s2 � s
0
2 satisfying the cocycle conditions. A '-bundle over

B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S is a vector bundle .DŒs1;s2�S /s�s1�s2 over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S equipped with
isomorphisms '�DŒs1;s2�S Š D

Œps1;ps2�
S for all s � s1 � s2 satisfying the obvi-

ous compatibility conditions. When s is sufficiently large, by [Kedlaya et al.
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2014, Proposition 2.2.7], the natural functor from the category of '-modules over
B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S to the category of '-bundles over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S is an equivalence
of categories. Note that by the gluing property of vector bundles, one can glue
'-bundles B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S over M.S/. Therefore this equivalence of categories
enables us to glue '-modules over affinoid spaces.

Definition 1.3. LetX be a rigid analytic space over Qp . A family of .';�/-modules
DX over X is a compatible family of .'; �/-modules DS over B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

S for
each affinoid subdomain M.S/ of X . By the gluing property of '-modules over
affinoid spaces, one may view DX as a sheaf over X for the weak G-topology
(which hence extends uniquely to the strong G-topology).

Theorem 1.4. Let A be a Banach algebra over Qp, and let VA be a finite locally
free A-linear representation of GK . Then there is a .'; �/-module D�rig.VA/ over
B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A functorially associated to VA. The rule VA 7!D�rig.VA/ is fully faithful
and exact, and it commutes with base change in A.

Proof. See [Kedlaya and Liu 2010, Theorem 3.11], which generalizes [Berger and
Colmez 2008, Théorème 4.2.9]. Note that both the results do not really verify the
'-module condition. This gap is fixed by [Liu 2014, Theorem 1.1.4]. �

LetA be a Banach algebra overK0. Recall that one has a canonical decomposition

A˝Qp
K0 Š

Y
�2Gal.K0=Qp/

A� ;

where each A� is the base change of A by the automorphism � . Furthermore, the
Gal.K0=Qp/-action permutes all the A� such that �.A� /D A�� . For any a 2 A�,
we equip A˝Qp

K0 with a 1˝'-semilinear action ' by setting

'..x1; x' ; : : : ; x'f�1//D .ax'f�1 ; x1; : : : ; x'f�2/;

where ' is the geometric Frobenius and x'i 2A'i for each 0� i �f �1; we denote
this '-module by Da. It is clear that the '-action on Da satisfies 'f D 1˝ a.

We fix a uniformizer �K of K.

Definition 1.5. For any continuous character ı W K� ! A�, we define a rank-1
.'; �/-module .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
A/.ı/ over B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A as follows. If ıjO�K D1, we set

.B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı/D .B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/˝A˝QpK0
Dı.�K/;

where we equip Dı.�K/ with the trivial �-action. For general ı, we write ı D ı0ı00

such that ı0.�K/ D 1 and ı00jO�K D id. We view ı0 as an A-valued character of
WK via the local reciprocity map, and extend it to a character of GK continuously.
We then set

.B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı/D D�rig.ı
0/˝

B
�
rig;K
y̋

QpA
.B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı00/:
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For any .'; �/-module DA over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A, put

DA.ı/DDA˝B
�
rig;K
y̋

QpA
.B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı/:

Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp. For a continuous character ı WK�!
O.X/� and a family of .'; �/-module DX over X , we define the families of .'; �/-
modules .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
OX /.ı/ and DX .ı/ by gluing .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
S/.ı/ and DS .ı/

for all affinoid subdomains M.S/, respectively.

2. Cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules

Let �K be the p-torsion subgroup of � . Choose K in �K whose image in �=�K
is a topological generator.

Definition 2.1. For a .'; �/-module DS over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S , we define the Herr
complex C �';K

.DS / of DS concentrated in degree Œ0; 2� as

C �';K
.DS /D ŒD

�K

S

d1
���!D

�K

S ˚D
�K

S

d2
���!D

�K

S �;

with d1.x/ D ..K � 1/x; .' � 1/x/ and d2.x; y/ D .' � 1/x � .K � 1/y. One
shows that this complex is independent of the choice of K up to canonical S-
linear isomorphisms: the isomorphism C �';K

.DS / �!
� C �

'; 0K
.DS / is given by

Œ1; 1˚ . 0K � 1/=.K � 1/; .
0
K � 1/=.K � 1/�. We will denote the cohomology of

C �';K
.DS / by H �.DS /.

By the main result of [Kedlaya et al. 2014], one knows that H i .DS / is a
finitely generated S-module. It therefore follows that H i .DS / commutes with
flat base change in S . That is, if S ! S 0 is flat, then H i .DS /˝S S

0 ŠH i .DS 0/.
This enables a cohomology theory for families of .'; �/-modules over general
rigid analytic spaces.

Definition 2.2. Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp , and let DX be a family of
.'; �/-modules over X . We define H �.DX / to be the cohomology of the complex
of sheaves

C �';K
.DX /D ŒD

�K

X

d1
���!D

�K

X ˚D
�K

X

d2
���!D

�K

X �

in the category of presheaves over X , with d1.x/ D ..K � 1/x; .' � 1/x/ and
d2.x; y/ D .' � 1/x � .K � 1/y. For each affinoid subdomain M.S/ of X and
0� i � 2, the module of sections of H i .DX / on M.S/ is canonically isomorphic
to H i .DS /. Hence H i .DX / forms a coherent OX -module by the flat base change
property of H i .DS /.
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As a consequence of finiteness of the cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules,
by a standard argument we see that, locally on X , the complex C �';K

.DX / is quasi-
isomorphic to a complex of locally free coherent sheaves concentrated in degree
Œ0; 2�. This enables us to flatten the cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules by
blowing up the baseX . The following lemma is a rearrangement of some arguments
in [Kedlaya et al. 2014, §6.3]:

Lemma 2.3. Let X be a reduced and irreducible rigid analytic space over F ,
and let DX be a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d over X . Then the following
statements are true:

(1) There exists a proper birational morphism � WX 0!X of reduced rigid analytic
spaces over F so that H 0.DX 0/ is flat and H i .DX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1
for each i D 1; 2.

(2) Suppose that D0X is a family of .'; �/-modules over X of rank d 0, and that
� WD0X !DX is a morphism between them so that for any x 2 X the image
of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank d of Dx . Then there exists a proper
birational morphism � WX 0!X of reduced rigid analytic spaces over F so
that the cokernel of ��� has Tor-dimension � 1.

Proof. The upshot is that for a bounded complex .C �; d �/ of locally free coherent
sheaves on X , there exists a blow-up � WX 0!X , which depends only on the quasi-
isomorphism class of .C �; d �/, so that ��d i has flat image for each i . Furthermore,
the construction of X 0 commutes with dominant base change in X (see [Kedlaya
et al. 2014, Corollary 6.3.6] for more details). Thus for (1), we can construct
X 0 locally and then glue. For (2), let QX denote the cokernel of �. For any
x 2 X , since the image of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank d , by [Liu 2014,
Lemma 5.3.1], we get that Qx is killed by a power of t . Now let M.S/ be an
affinoid subdomain ofX , and suppose thatDsS andD0sS are defined for some suitable
s > 0. For r > s, set QŒs;r�S to be DŒs;r�S =�.D

0Œs;r�
S /. Since for any x 2M.S/ the

fiber of QŒs;r�S at x is killed by a power of t , we get that QŒs;r�S is killed by tk for
some k > 0. This yields that QŒs;r�S is a finite S-module. Now we apply [Kedlaya
et al. 2014, Corollary 6.3.6] to a finite presentation of QŒs;ps�S to get a blow-up Y
of M.S/ so that the pullback of QŒs;ps�S has Tor-dimension � 1. Using the fact
that .'n/�QŒs;ps�S ŠQ

Œpns;pnC1s�
S , we see that Y is also the blow-up obtained by

applying [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Corollary 6.3.6] to a finite presentation ofQŒs;p
nC1s�

S

for any positive integer n. It therefore follows that for any r > s the pullback of
Q
Œs;r�
S has Tor-dimension � 1; hence the pullback of QS has Tor-dimension � 1.

Furthermore, the blow-ups for all affinoid subdomainsM.S/ glue to form a blow-up
X 0 of X which satisfies the desired condition. �
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Lemma 2.4. Let X be a reduced and irreducible rigid analytic space over F . Let
D0X and DX be families of .'; �/-modules over X of ranks d 0 and d respectively,
and let � WD0X !DX be a morphism between them. Suppose that for any x 2 X
the image of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank d of Dx . Then there exists a proper
birational morphism � WX 0!X of reduced rigid analytic spaces over F such that
the kernel of ��� is a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d 0� d over X 0, and there
exists a Zariski-open dense subset U �X 0 such that .ker.���//x D ker..���/x/
for any x 2 U .

Proof. Let QX be the cokernel of �. By Lemma 2.3, we may suppose that QX
has Tor-dimension � 1 after adapting X . Now let PX denote the kernel of �. For
any x 2X , the Tor spectral sequence computing the cohomology of the complex
ŒDX ��!

�
D0X �˝

L
OX
k.x/ gives rise to a short exact sequence

0 �! Px �! ker.�x/ �! Tor1.QX ; k.x// �! 0:

Since the image of �x is a .'; �/-module of rank d , ker.�x/ is a .'; �/-module of
rank d 0� d . Since QX is killed by a power of t locally on X , we get that the last
term of the exact sequence is killed by a power of t . This yields that Px is a .'; �/-
module of rank d 0�d . We therefore conclude that PX is a family of .'; �/-modules
of rank d 0�d over X by [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Corollary 2.1.9]. Furthermore, since
QX has Tor-dimension � 1, by [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Lemma 6.3.7] we get that the
set of x 2X for which Tor1.QX ; k.x//¤ 0 forms a nowhere-dense Zariski-closed
subset of X ; this yields the rest of the lemma. �

The following proposition modifies part of [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Theorem 6.3.9]:

Proposition 2.5. Let X be a reduced and irreducible rigid analytic space over F .
Let DX be a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d over X , and let ı WK�! O.X/�

be a continuous character. Suppose that there exists a Zariski-dense subset Z
of closed points of X and a positive integer c � d such that, for every z 2 Z,
H 0.D_z .ız// is a c-dimensional k.z/-vector space. Then there exists a proper
birational morphism � W X 0 ! X of reduced rigid analytic spaces over F and
a morphism � W DX 0 ! MX 0 D .B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

OX 0/.ı/˝OX0
L of .'; �/-modules,

where L is a locally free coherent OX 0-module of rank c equipped with trivial
.'; �/-actions, such that:

(1) For any x 2X 0, the image of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank c.

(2) The kernel of � is a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d � c over X 0, and there
exists a Zariski-open dense subset U � X 0 such that .ker�/x D ker.�x/ for
any x 2 U .
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.3, we first choose a proper birational morphism � WX 0!X

with X 0 reduced such that NX 0 D��.D_X .ı// satisfies the conditions that H 0.NX 0/

is flat and H i .NX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1 for each i D 1; 2. Then, for any x 2X 0,
the base change spectral sequence Ei;j2 D Tor�i .H j .NX 0/; k.x//)H iCj .Nx/

gives a short exact sequence (using that H 1.NX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1 and NX 0
is flat)

0 �!H 0.NX 0/˝OX0
k.x/ �!H 0.Nx/ �! Tor1.H 1.NX 0/; k.x// �! 0:

Since H 1.NX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1, by [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Lemma 6.3.7]
the set of x 2 X 0 for which the last term of the above exact sequence does not
vanish forms a nowhere-dense Zariski-closed subset V . For any z 2 ��1.Z/ nV ,
we deduce that H 0.NX 0/˝OX0

k.z/ is a c-dimensional k.z/-vector space. Since
H 0.NX 0/ is flat and ��1.Z/ n V is a Zariski-dense subset of X 0, we get that
H 0.NX 0/ is locally free of constant rank c. Let L be its dual coherent OX 0-module.
Then the natural map .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
OX 0/H

0.NX 0/!NX 0 gives rise to a map

� WDX 0 !MX 0 D .B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

OX 0/.ı/˝OX0
L:

For any x 2X 0, since the map H 0.NX 0/˝OX0
k.x/!H 0.Nx/ is injective, we get

that the image of �x is a rank-c .'; �/-submodule of Mx . We thus conclude the
proposition using Lemma 2.4. �

3. Families of Hodge–Tate .'; �/-modules

From now on, let S be an affinoid algebra over F . Recall that for any n � n.s/
there is a continuous �-equivariant injective map

�n WB
�;s
rig;K !KnŒŒt ��:

It is defined as the composite

B
�;s
K �

zB�;s '�n

����! zB�;p�ns
� zBC �BCdR;

and it factors throughKnŒŒt �� (see [Berger 2002, §2] for more details about �n). In par-
ticular, we have �nC1 ı' D �n. The map �n induces a continuous �-equivariant map

�n WB
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S !KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp
S:

Definition 3.1. Let DS be a .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . For any
positive integer n, if Drn

S is defined, then for any 0 < s � rn we set

DC;Kn

dif .DS /DD
s
S ˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpS;�n
.KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp

S/

and
DKn

dif .DS /D DC;Kn

dif .DS /Œ1=t �:
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We also denote the natural map

DsS ! DC;Kn

dif .DS /

by �n, and call it the localization map. Define DKn

Sen.DS /D DC;Kn

dif .DS /=.t/. For
DSDD�rig.VS / coming from a finite locally free S -linear representation VS , we write
DC;Kn

dif .VS / and DKn

Sen.VS / for DC;Kn

dif .DS / and DKn

Sen.DS / respectively. When the
base field is clear from the context, we write DC;ndif .DS / and DnSen.DS / instead of
DC;Kn

dif .DS / and DKn

Sen.DS / for simplicity.

Definition 3.2. We call DS Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b� if there
exists a positive integer n such that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DS .�i//

��
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/Œt; t�1� �!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DS .�i//

(3.2.1)
is an isomorphism. We denote by hHT.DS / the smallest n which satisfies this
condition, and we define DHT.DS /D

�L
a�i�b DhHT.DS /

Sen .DS .�i//
�� .

Lemma 3.3. Let DS be a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�. Then for any n � hHT.DS / (3.2.1) is an isomorphism and
DnSen.DS .�i//

� D DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

� for any i 2 Œa; b�. As a consequence, we
have

�L
a�i�b DnSen.DS .�i//

��
DDHT.DS /.

Proof. Tensoring with Kn˝Qp
SŒt; 1=t � on both sides of the map� M

a�i�b

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

��
˝K˝QpS

.KhHT.DS /˝Qp
S/Œt; t�1�

�!

M
i2Z

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//;

we get that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

��
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/Œt; t�1�

�!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DS .�i//

is an isomorphism. Taking �-invariants on both sides, we get� M
a�i�b

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

��
D

� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DS .�i//

��
: �

Remark 3.4. If DS is Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b�, then, by taking �-
invariants on both sides of (3.2.1), we see that DnSen.DS .�i//

� D 0 for any
n� hHT.DS / and i … Œa; b�.
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Lemma 3.5. IfDS is a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with weights
in Œa; b�, then for any morphism S !R of affinoid algebras over K, DR is Hodge–
Tate with weights in Œa; b� and hHT.DR/�hHT.DS /. Furthermore, the natural map

DnSen.DS .i//
�
˝S R! DnSen.DR.i//

�

is an isomorphism for any i 2 Z and n� hHT.DS /. As a consequence, the natural
map DHT.DS /˝S R!DHT.DR/ is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let n� hHT.DS /. Tensoring with R over S on both sides of (3.2.1), we get
that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DS .�i//
�
˝S R

�
˝K˝QpR

.Kn˝Qp
R/Œt; t�1�

�!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DR.�i//

is an isomorphism. Comparing �-invariants on both sides, we get that the natural
map

DnSen.DS .�i//
�
˝S R! DnSen.DR.�i//

�

is an isomorphism for any a � i � b. This implies that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DR.�i//
�

�
˝K˝QpR

.Kn˝Qp
R/Œt; t�1� �!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DR.�i//:

is an isomorphism. �

Corollary 3.6. IfDS is a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S ,
then DHT.DS / is a locally free coherent K˝Qp

S -module of rank d .

Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to treat the case that S is a finite extension
of K; this is clear from the isomorphism (3.2.1). �

Definition 3.7. Let X be a rigid analytic space over F , and let DX be a family of
.'; �/-modules of rank d over X . We call DX Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b�
if for some (hence any) admissible cover fM.Si /gi2I of X , DSi

is Hodge–Tate
with weights in Œa; b� for any i 2 I . We define DHT.DX / to be the gluing of all
the DHT.DSi

/.

Lemma 3.8. Let DS be a .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . Then (3.2.1) is an
isomorphism if and only if the natural mapM

a�i�b

DnSen.DS /
�nD�

i

�! DnSen.DS / (3.8.1)

is an isomorphism. Furthermore, if this is the case, then (3.2.1) holds for n.
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Proof. For the “)” part, since (3.2.1) is an isomorphism, we deduce that

DnSen.DS /D
M
a�i�b

t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/: (3.8.2)

Note that t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
� �DnSen.DS /

�nD�
i

. Hence (3.8.2) implies that (3.8.1)
is surjective. On the other hand, it is clear that (3.2.1) is injective; hence it is an
isomorphism. Conversely, suppose that (3.8.1) is an isomorphism. Note that

DnSen.DS /
�nD�

i

D t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
�n

D .t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
�/˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/;

where the latter equality follows from [Berger and Colmez 2008, Proposition 2.2.1].
This implies that DS satisfies (3.8.2), yielding that DS satisfies (3.2.1). �

Proposition 3.9. Let S be reduced, and letDS be a .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋ S .

Suppose that there exists a Zariski-dense subset Z �M.S/ such that Dz is Hodge–
Tate with weights in Œa; b� for any z 2Z and supz2ZfhHT.Dz/g<1. Then DS is
Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b�.

Proof. Let n� supz2ZfhHT.Dz/g such thatDnS is defined, and let  be a topological
generator of �n. For any a � i � b, let pi denote the operatorY

a�j�b;j¤i

 ��j ./

�i ./��j ./
;

and let Mi Dpi .DnSen.DS //. It is clear that pi is the identity on DnSen.DS /
�nD�

i

;
hence DnSen.DS /

�nD�
i

�Mi . On the other hand, for any z 2Z, sinceDz is Hodge–
Tate with weights in Œa; b� and hHT.Dz/ � n, we deduce from Lemma 3.8 that
pi .DnSen.Dz//DDnSen.Dz/

�nD�
i

. This implies thatMi maps onto DnSen.Dz/
�nD�

i

under the specialization DnSen.DS / ! DnSen.Dz/. Since S is reduced and Z is
Zariski-dense, we obtain Mi �DnSen.D/

�nD�
i

; hence Mi D DnSen.D/
�nD�

i

. Let
M D

L
a�i�bMi . We claim that the natural inclusion M � DnSen.DS / is an

isomorphism. In fact, for any z 2Z, since DnSen.Dz/D
L
a�i�b DnSen.Dz/

�nD�
i

,
we have that M maps onto DnSen.Dz/. Thus DnSen.DS /=M vanishes at z. We
therefore conclude that DnSen.DS /=M D 0 because S is reduced and Z is Zariski-
dense. By Lemma 3.8 and the claim, we conclude that DS is Hodge–Tate with
weights in Œa; b�. �

4. Families of de Rham .'; �/-modules

Definition 4.1. Let DS be a .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . For any
positive integer n, if Drn

S is defined, then we equip Dndif.DS / with the filtration
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Fili Dndif.DS /D t
iDC;ndif .DS /. We call DS de Rham with weights in Œa; b� if there

exists a positive integer n such that:

(1) The natural map

Dndif.DS /
�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS / (4.1.1)

is an isomorphism.

(2) Fil�b.Dndif.DS /
�/DDS and Fil�aC1.Dndif.DS /

�/D0, where Fili.Dndif.DS /
�/

is the induced filtration on Dndif.DS /
� .

We denote the smallest n satisfying these conditions by hdR.DS /, and we set
DdR.DS /D DhdR.DS /

dif .DS /
� .

Lemma 4.2. LetD be a de Rham .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . Then, for any
n� hdR.DS /, Dndif.DS /

� DDdR.DS /.

Proof. We tensor with KnC1˝Qp
SŒŒt ��Œ1=t � on both sides of the map

DhdR.DS /
dif .DS /

�
˝K˝QpS

.KhdR.DS /˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! DhdR.DS /

dif .DS /;

yielding that the map

DhdR.DS /
dif .DS /

�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS /

is an isomorphism. Comparing �-invariants on both sides, we get the desired
result. �

Lemma 4.3. If D is a de Rham .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�, then D is Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b� and hHT.DS / �

hdR.DS /. Furthermore, we have GriDdR.DS /D DnSen.DS .i//
� under the identifi-

cation GriDndif.DS /D DnSen.DS .i// for any n� hdR.DS /.

Proof. Let n � hdR.DS /. Since (4.1.1) is an isomorphism, we deduce that the
natural map of graded modulesM

i2Z

GriDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/Œt; t�1� �!
M
i2Z

DnSen.DS .i// (4.3.1)

is surjective. On the other hand, since t i �Gr�iDdR.DS /�DnSen.DS /, we have that
the natural map M

a�i�b

t i �Gr�iDdR.DS / �! DnSen.DS /

is injective. This implies that (4.3.1) is injective; hence it is an isomorphism.
Comparing �-invariants on both sides, we get GriDdR.DS / D DnSen.DS .i//

�

for each i 2 Z. �
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Lemma 4.4. If DS is a de Rham .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S , then, for any
morphism S!R of affinoid algebras overK,DR is de Rham with weights in Œa; b�
and hdR.DR/� hdR.DS /. Furthermore, the natural maps Fili DdR.DS /˝S R!

Fili DdR.DR/ are isomorphisms for all i 2 Z.

Proof. Let n � hdR.DS /. Tensoring with .Kn˝Qp
R/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � on both sides of

(4.1.1), we get that the natural map

.Dndif.DS /
�
˝S R/˝K˝QpR

.Kn˝Qp
R/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DR/: (4.4.1)

is an isomorphism. Comparing �-invariants on both sides of (4.4.1), we get that
the natural map Dndif.DS /

� ˝S R ! Dndif.DR/
� is an isomorphism; hence DR

is de Rham. Then, by Lemmas 3.5 and 4.3, we deduce that the natural map
Gri .DdR.DS //˝S R! Gri .DdR.DR// is an isomorphism. This implies the rest
of the lemma. �

Corollary 4.5. If DS is a de Rham .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S ,
then DdR.DS / is a locally free coherent K˝Qp

S -module of rank d .

Proof. We first note that, for each i 2 Z, Gri .DdR.DS //, which is isomorphic to
DnSen.DS .i//

� by Lemma 4.3, is a coherent K ˝Qp
S-module. We then deduce

that DdR.DS / is a coherent K˝Qp
S-module. Using Lemma 4.4, it then suffices

to treat the case that S is a finite extension of K; this follows easily from the
isomorphism (4.1.1). �

Definition 4.6. Let X be a rigid analytic space over F , and let DX be a family of
.'; �/-modules of rank d over X . We call DX de Rham if for some (hence any)
admissible cover fM.Si /gi2I of X , DSi

is de Rham with weights in Œa; b� for any
i 2 I . We define DdR.DX / to be the gluing of all the DdR.DSi

/.

Lemma 4.7. If DS is a de Rham .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S of rank d with
weights in Œa; b�, then

t�aDC;ndif .DS /�DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��� t�bDC;ndif .DS /

for any n� hdR.DS /.

Proof. Since Gr�bDdR.DS /DDdR.DS /, we getDdR.DS /� t
�bDC;ndif .DS /; hence

DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��� t�bDC;ndif .DS /. By the proof of Lemma 4.3,
we know that the natural map (4.3.1) is an isomorphism of graded modules. By the
facts that GriDdR.DS /D 0 for i ��aC1 and Fili Dndif.DS / is t -adically complete,
we thus deduce that t�aDC;ndif .DS /�DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��. �

Lemma 4.8. Let DS be a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�. Then, for any k � b�aC 1, i 2 Œa; b�, n� hHT.DS / and  2 �n,
the map  ��i ./ W tkDC;ndif .DS /! tkDC;ndif .DS / is bijective.
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Proof. Since DC;ndif .DS / is t -adically complete, it suffices to show that

 � 1 W tkDC;ndif .DS /=t
kC1DC;ndif .DS / ! tkDC;ndif .DS /=t

kC1DC;ndif .DS /

is bijective for any k � b � a C 1. Note that tkDC;ndif .DS /=t
kC1DC;ndif .DS / is

isomorphic to DnSen.DS .k// as a �-module. Furthermore, note that DnSen.DS .k//DL
a�j�b.D

n
Sen.DS //

�nD�
jCk

by Lemma 3.8. Since jCk� bC1 for all j 2 Œa; b�,
we deduce that  ��i ./ is bijective on DnSen.DS .k//. �

Lemma 4.9. Let DS be a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�. Then DS is de Rham if and only if there exists a positive inte-
ger n � hHT.DS / such that

Q2b�a
iDa . � �./

i /DC;ndif .DS / � t
b�aC1DC;ndif .DS /.

Furthermore, if this is the case, then (4.1.1) holds for n.

Proof. Suppose that DS is de Rham. Let n� hdR.DS /, and put

N DDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��:

Since D has weights in Œa; b�, by Lemma 4.7 we have t�aDC;ndif .DS / � N �

t�bDC;ndif .DS /. On the other hand, by the construction of N , it is clear that
. � 1/N � tN . It therefore follows that

2b�aY
iDa

. ��./i /DC;ndif .DS /�

2b�aY
iDa

. ��./i /.taN/

� t2b�aC1N � tb�aC1DC;ndif .DS /:

Now suppose
Q2b�a
iDa . � �./

i /DC;ndif .DS / � t
b�aC1DC;ndif .DS / for some n �

hHT.DS /. We claim that for any j 2 Œa; b� and a 2 .DnSen.DS //
�nD�

j

, we can lift
a to an element in .DC;ndif .DS //

�nD�
j

. In fact, let Qa be any lift of a in DC;ndif .DS /,
and let

Qb D
Y

a�i�2b�a
i¤j

 ��i ./

�j ./��i ./
Qa;

where  is a topological generator of �n; it is clear that Qb is also a lift of a. Further-
more, by assumption, we have . ��j .//. Qb/ 2

Q2b�a
iDa . ��./

i /DC;ndif .DS /�

tb�aC1DC;ndif .DS /. By the previous lemma, we choose some Qc 2 tb�aC1DC;ndif .DS /

satisfying . � �j .//. Qb/ D . � �j .//. Qc/. It is then clear that Qb � Qc is a
desired lift of a. Since DnSen.DS / D

L
a�i�b.D

n
Sen.DS //

�nD�
i

, we have that
.DnSen.DS //

�nD�
i

is locally free for each i 2 Œa; b�. By shrinking M.S/, we may
further suppose that each .DnSen.DS //

�nD�
i

is free. We then deduce from the
claim that there exists a free Kn˝Qp

S-module M � .Dndif.DS //
�n such that the

natural map

M ˝Kn˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS /
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is an isomorphism. It follows that the natural map

M�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS /

is an isomorphism because M D M� ˝K˝QpS
.Kn ˝Qp

S/ by [Berger and
Colmez 2008, Proposition 2.2.1]. Taking �-invariants on both sides, we get
M� D .Dndif.DS //

� . This implies that DS is de Rham. �
Proposition 4.10. Let S be reduced, and letDS be a .'; �/-module over B

�
rig;K y̋S .

Suppose that there exists a Zariski-dense subsetZ�M.S/ such thatDz is de Rham
with weights in Œa; b� for any z 2 Z and supz2ZfhdR.Dz/g < 1. Then DS is
de Rham with weights in Œa; b�.

Proof. By Proposition 3.9, we first have that DS is Hodge–Tate with weights in
Œa; b�. Let n�maxfhHT.DS /; supz2ZfhdR.Dz/gg. By Lemma 4.9, we have

2b�aY
iDa

. ��./i /DC;ndif .Dz/� t
b�aC1DC;ndif .Dz/

for any z 2 Z. This implies
Q2b�a
iDa . � �./

i /DC;ndif .DS / � t
b�aC1DC;ndif .DS /

because S is reduced and Z is Zariski-dense. Hence DS is de Rham by Lemma 4.9
again. �
Remark 4.11. The work presented in this paper was finished in the summer of
2012 and made public at the beginning of 2013. Later that year came the preprint
of [Bellovin 2015], in which the author built up a more robust theory of families
of Hodge–Tate and de Rham representations over rigid analytic spaces. First of
all, she generalized Berger’s dictionary, which relates Fontaine’s functors to .'; �/-
modules, to families of p-adic representations [Bellovin 2015, Theorem 1.1.1].
This result implies that our theory of families of Hodge–Tate and de Rham .'; �/-
modules with bounded Hodge–Tate weights developed in §3 and §4 can be viewed
as a generalization of Berger and Colmez’s theory of families of Hodge–Tate
and de Rham representations with bounded Hodge–Tate weights. Moreover, she
developed a theory of families of “partial” Hodge–Tate and de Rham representations
with bounded Hodge–Tate weights. That is, the periods of the fibers are assumed to
be of some constant rank which is not necessarily equal to the rank of the family.
In addition, she removes the “reduced” assumption on the base by considering all
artinian points. We refer the reader to [Bellovin 2015] for more results and details.

5. p-adic local monodromy for families of de Rham .'; �/-modules

The main goal of this section is to prove the p-adic local monodromy for the
restrictions of families of de Rham .'; �/-modules with bounded Hodge–Tate
weights on their Shilov boundary. The proof is modeled on Berger and Colmez’s
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proof of the p-adic local monodromy for families of de Rham representations
with bounded Hodge–Tate weights [Berger and Colmez 2008, §6]. Recall that
r D log./= log.�.//, which is independent of the choice of  2 � . This gives
rise to an action of the Lie algebra of � on .'; �/-modules and their localizations.
In the following, we fix E to be a finite extension of the products of the complete
residue fields of the Shilov boundary of M.S/.

Proposition 5.1. LetDS be a de Rham .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S

with weights in Œa; b�. For any s > 0 such that n.s/� hdR.DS /, let

Ns.DE /D
˚
y 2 t�bDsE such that �n.y/ 2DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
E/ŒŒt ��

for each n� n.s/
	
:

Then the following are true:

(1) The B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

E-module Ns.DE / is free of rank d and stable under � .

(2) For each n� n.s/, we have

Ns.DE /˝B
�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE;�n
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��DDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��:

Furthermore, if we put NdR.DE /DNs.DE /˝B
�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

E, then the
following are true:

(3) The B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

E-module NdR.DE / is free of rank d , stable under � , and
independent of the choice of s.

(4) We have '�.NdR.DE //DNdR.DE / and r.NdR.DE //� t �NdR.DE /.

Proof. First, note that the sequence of Kn˝Qp
EŒŒt ��-modules

fDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��gn�n.s/

is '-compatible in the sense of [Berger 2008b, Définition II.1.1]. Then by the proof
of [Berger 2008b, Théorème II.1.2] (using the fact that E is a finite product of p-
adic local fields which are endowed with discrete valuations extending the standard
one on Qp), we see that NdR.DE / is the unique .'; �/-module ME contained in
DE Œ1=t � such that

M s
E ˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE;�n
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��DDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��

for any n�n.s/. Furthermore, the proof of [Berger 2008b, Théorème II.1.2] implies
all of the proposition except the second half of (4). To see that part, note that

�n
�
r.Ns.DE //

�
Dr

�
�n.Ns.DE //

�
� tDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
E/ŒŒt ��:

This yields thatr.Ns.DE //� tNs.DE / for all s. Thusr.NdR.DE //� tNdR.DE /,
as NdR.DE / is equal to the union of all Ns.DE /. �
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Proposition 5.2. Keep the notation of Proposition 5.1. Then there exists a finite
extension L over K such that

M D
�
NdR.DE /˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
log;L y̋Qp

E
�IL

is a free L00˝Qp
E-module of rank d and the natural map

M ˝L00˝QpE
B
�
log;L y̋Qp

E �!NdR.DE /˝B
�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
log;L y̋Qp

E

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let f 0 D ŒK 00 WQp�. Note that there is a canonical decomposition

B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

E Š

f 0�1Y
iD0

R
.i/
E ;

where each R
.i/
E is isomorphic to RE and stable under �K , and satisfies '.R.i/

E /�

R
.iC1/
E (define R

.f 0/
E DR

.0/
E ). Let

N
.i/
dR .DE /DNdR.DE /˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
R
.i/
E :

It follows that each N .i/
dR .DE / is stable under @Dr=t and 'f

0

; hence it is a p-adic
differential equation with a Frobenius structure. By the versions of the p-adic local
monodromy theorem proved by André [2002] or Mebkhout [2002], we conclude
that each N .i/

dR .DE / is potentially unipotent. This yields the proposition using the
argument of Proposition 6.2.2 and Corollaire 6.2.3 of [Berger and Colmez 2008].

�

Lemma 5.3. Keep notation as in Proposition 5.2, and let

M D
�
Ns.DE /˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�IL

for sufficiently large s. Then, for any n� n.s/, we have

L˝L0
�n.M/D

�
Ddif

�
DE ˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
rig;L y̋Qp

E
��IL : (5.3.1)

Proof. By the previous proposition, the left side of (5.3.1) is a free L˝L0
L00˝Qp

E-
module of rank d . On the other hand, since ..Ln˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t �/IL D L˝L0

L00˝Qp
E, we deduce that the right side of (5.3.1), which obviously contains the

left side, is an L˝L0
L00˝Qp

E-module generated by at most d elements. Using the
fact that L˝L0

L00˝Qp
E is a product of fields, we deduce the desired identity. �
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6. Proof of the main theorem

Now let VX be a finite slope family of dimension d over a reduced rigid analytic
space X over F . We start by making some preliminary reductions. After a finite
surjective base change of X , we may assume that Q.T / factors as

Qm
iD1.T �Fi /.

By reordering the Fi and throwing away some points of Z, we may further assume
that, for all z 2Z, vp.Fi .z//� vp.Fj .z// if i > j and Fi .z/¤ Fj .z/ if Fi ¤ Fj .
We then set Fi;z DD

C
st .Vz/

.'f �F1.z//���.'
f �Fi .z//D0 for all z 2Z and 1� i �m.

Using Definition 0.1(3), we may suppose that Fi;z �Fz for all z 2Z and 1� i �m
by shrinking Z. Furthermore, by the fact that N' D p'N and the condition
that vp.Fi .z// � vp.Fj .z// if i > j , we see that N D 0 on each graded piece
Fi;z=Fi�1;z . Let ci;z be the rank of Fi;z=Fi�1;z over K0˝ k.z/, and partition Z
into finitely many subsets according to the sequence ci;z . Note that at least one
of these subsets of Z has to be Zariski-dense. Replace Z by this subset, and set
ci D ci;z for z 2Z.

For z 2Z, we will inductively define .'; �/-submodules Fili;z � D�rig.Vz/ for
1 � i � m such that DCst .Fili;z/ D Fi;z . For i D 1, since Vz has nonpositive
Hodge–Tate weights and N.F1;z/D 0, we have

F1;z DD
C
st .Vz/

'fDF1.z/;ND0 DDCcrys.Vz/
'fDF1.z/ D D�rig.Vz/

�D1;'fDFz.z/;

using Berger’s dictionary [2002, Théorème 3.6]. Let Fil1;z be the saturation of the
.'; �/-submodule of D�rig.Vz/ generated by F1;z . It is then clear thatDCst .Fil1;z/D
DCcrys.Fil1;z/D F1;z . Now suppose we have defined Fili�1;z for some i � 2 such
that DCst .Fili�1;z/D Fi�1;z . It follows that

DCst .D
�
rig.Vz/=Fili�1;z/DDCst .Vz/=Fi�1;z :

Note that
Fi;z=Fi�1;z D .D

C
st .Vz/=Fi�1;z/

'fDFi .z/;ND0:

Hence

Fi;z=Fi�1;z DD
C
crys.D

�
rig.Vz/=Fili;z/'

fDFi .z/ � .D�rig.Vz/=Fili�1;z/� :

We set Fili;z to be the preimage of the saturation of the .'; �/-submodule of
D�rig.Vz/=Fili�1;z generated by Fi;z=Fi�1;z . Now, for each 1� i �m, we define
the character ıi W K� ! O.X/� by setting ıi .p/ D F�1i and ıi .O�K/ D 1. Let
DX D D�rig.VX /

_.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that X is irreducible. Then, for each 0� i �m, there exists
a proper birational morphism � W X 0 ! X and a subfamily of .'; �/-modules
D
.i/
X 0 �DX 0 over X 0 of rank d � c1� � � � � ci such that:

(1) For any x 2X 0, the natural map D.i/x !Dx is injective.
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(2) There exists a Zariski-open dense subset U of X 0 such that for any z 2Z0 D
��1.Z/ \ U , the natural map D.i/z ! Dz is the dual of the projection
D�rig.V�.z//! D�rig.V�.z//=Fili;�.z/.

Proof. We proceed by induction on i . The initial case is trivial. Suppose that, for
some 1 � i � m, the lemma is true for i � 1. Note that Fi;z=Fi�1;z maps into
D�rig.Vz/=Fili;z for any z 2Z. Since Fi;z=Fi�1;z D .D

C
crys.Vz/=Fi�1;z/

'fDFi .z/,
we get that .D.i/z /_.��.ıi /.z// has k.z/-dimension ci for any z 2Z0. Since Z0 is
Zariski-dense in X 0, by Proposition 2.5 after adapting X 0 and U , we may find a
subfamily of .'; �/-modules D.i/X 0 of D.i�1/X 0 with rank d � c1� � � � � ci such that:

(1’) D.i/x !D
.i�1/
x is injective for any x 2X 0.

(2’) For any z 2 ��1.Z/\U , D.i/z is the kernel of the dual of the map

.B
�
rig;K ˝Qp

k.z// � .Fi;�.z/=Fi�1;�.z//! D�rig.V�.z//=Fili;�.z/ :

It is clear that (1’) and (2’) imply (1) and (2), respectively; this finishes the inductive
step. �

To prove Theorem 0.3, we also need the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2. Let VS be a free S -linear representation of GK of rank d . Then there
exists a positive integer m.VS / such that for any x 2M.S/ and a 2 DCdif.Vx/, if
a is �-invariant, then a 2 DC;m.VS /

dif .Vx/.

Proof. This is a consequence of the Tate–Sen method. Using [Berger and Colmez
2008, Théorème 4.2.9], we first choose a finite extension L over K and some
positive integer m so that D�;rm

rig;L.VS / is a free B
�;rm

rig;L y̋Qp
S-module with a basis

e D .e1; : : : ; ed /. Let  be a topological generator of �Lm
and write .e/D eG

for some G 2 GLd.B
�;rm

rig;L y̋Qp
S/. Recall that by the classical work [Tate 1967]

we know that there exists a constant c > 0 such that vp.. � 1/x/� vp.x/C c for
any nonzero x 2 .1�RL;m/yL1, where RL;m W yL1! Lm is Tate’s normalized
trace map. Since the localization map �m W B

�;rm

rig;L ! LmŒŒt �� is continuous, by
enlarging m we may suppose that the constant term of �m.G/� 1 has norm less
than p�c . We fix some m0 2 N such that K1\Lm DKm0

\Lm.
Now let a 2 DC;Kn

dif .Vx/
� for some x 2 X and n � m. We will show that

a 2 D
C;Km0

dif .Vx/
� . Since �m.e/ forms a basis of DC;Ln

dif .VS /, we may write a D
�m.e/.x/A for some

A 2Md�1..Ln˝Qp
k.x//ŒŒt ��/:

The �-invariance of a implies �m.G.x//.A/D A; thus

.1�RL;m/�m.G.x//.A/D .1�RL;m/A:
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Note that �m.G.x// has entries in .Lm˝Qp
k.x//ŒŒt ��. It follows that .G.x/�1/BD

.1��1/B , where B D .1�RL;m/A. Let B0 be the constant term of B . If B0¤ 0,
then the constant term of .�m.G.x//� 1/B has valuation

� v.�m.G.x//� 1/C v.B0/ > v.B0/C c;

whereas the constant term .1��1/B0 of .1��1/B has valuation�v.B0/Cc; this
yields a contradiction. Hence B0D 0. Iterating this argument, we get B D 0. Hence
a 2 DC;Lm

dif .Vx/\DC;Kn

dif .Vx/� D
C;Km0

dif .Vx/. Thus we may choose m.VS /Dm0.
�

Remark 6.3. Although we do not need it in this paper, it is worthwhile to point
out that the argument of Lemma 6.2 works equally well for families of .'; �/-
modules and even a sequence of '-compatible KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp

S-modules fMngn in
the vein of [Berger 2008b, Définition II.1.1]. That is, each Mn is a finite projective
KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp

S -module equipped with a continuous KnŒŒt ��-semilinear and S -linear
�-action, and satisfies Mn˝KnŒŒt�� y̋QpS

KnC1ŒŒt �� y̋Qp
S ŠMnC1.

Proof of Theorem 0.3. We retain the notation above. By passing to irreducible
components, we may suppose that X is irreducible. We then apply Lemma 6.1
to VX . Note that VX 0 is again a finite slope family over X 0 with the Zariski-
dense set of semistable points ��1.Z/. We may suppose that X 0 D X . Let
� W D�rig.VX /DD

_
X ! .D

.m/
X /_ be the dual of D.m/X !DX , and let PX D ker.�/.

For any x 2 X , since D.m/x ! Dx is injective, we get that the image of �x is a
.'; �/-submodule of rank d � c1� � � � � cm. Thus, by Lemma 2.4, after adapting
X we may assume that PX is a family of .'; �/-modules of rank c1C � � � C cm,
and there exists a Zariski-open dense subset U � X such that Px D ker.�x/ for
any x 2 U . Note that ker.�z/ D Fili;z for any z 2 Z. Thus, by replacing Z
with Z \U , we may assume that Pz D Fili;z for any z 2 Z. We claim that PX
is de Rham with weights in Œ�b; 0�. To do so, we set Y to be the set of x 2 X
for which Px is de Rham with weights in Œa; b�. By the previous lemma, we see
that for any affinoid subdomain M.S/ � X , there exists an integer m.VS / such
that if Px is de Rham for some x 2 M.S/, then hdR.Px/ � m.VS /. We then
deduce from Proposition 4.10 that Y \M.S/ is a Zariski-closed subset of M.S/.
Hence Y is a Zariski-closed subset of X . On the other hand, since Pz is de Rham
with weights in Œ�b; 0�, we get Z � Y ; thus Y D X by the Zariski density of Z.
Furthermore, using Proposition 4.10 and the previous lemma again, we deduce that
PX is de Rham with weights in Œ�b; 0�. As a consequence, we obtain a locally free
coherent OX ˝Qp

K-module DdR.PX / of rank c1C � � �C cm.
The next step is to show that DdR.Px/ is contained in DCst .Vx/˝K0

K for any
x 2X . Let Y be the set of x 2X satisfying this condition. We first show that Y is a
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Zariski-closed subset of X . For this, it suffices to show that Y \M.S/ is a Zariski-
closed subset of M.S/ for any affinoid subdomain M.S/ of X . To show this, we
employ the p-adic local monodromy for families of de Rham .'; �/-modules. As
in §5, let E be the product of the complete residue fields of the Shilov boundary of
M.S/. Since PS is a family of de Rham .'; �/-modules with weights in Œ�b; 0�,
by Lemma 5.3 there exists a finite extension L of K such that for sufficiently large
s and n� n.s/, we have

L˝L0
�n.M/D

�
Ddif

�
PE ˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
rig;L y̋Qp

E
��IL

for M D
�
Ns.PE /˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�IL ; furthermore, Ns.PE / � P sE .

Thus

�n.M/� �n
�
PE ˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�

� �n
�
D�rig.VE /˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�
�BCst y̋Qp

VE :

Note that DdR.PE /� DCdif.PE /� DCdif.VE /�BCdR y̋Qp
VE . This yields

DdR.PE /� .B
C
st y̋Qp

VE /˝L0
L\BCdR y̋Qp

VE D .B
C
st y̋Qp

VE /˝L0
L:

We therefore deduce from [Berger and Colmez 2008, Lemme 6.3.1] that

DdR.PS /� .B
C
st y̋Qp

VE /˝L0
L\BCdR y̋Qp

VS D .B
C
st y̋Qp

VS /˝L0
L:

It follows that Y \M.S/, which is the set of x 2 M.S/ such that DdR.Px/ �

.BCst ˝Qp
Vx/˝K0

K, is Zariski-closed in M.S/.
To conclude the proof of the theorem, it then suffices to show that, for any x 2X ,

DdR.Px/� .D
C
st .Vx/˝K0

K/Q.'
f /.x/D0; here, weK-linearly extend the 'f -action

to DCst .Vx/˝K0
K. Note that Film;z is semistable with Dst.Film;z/D Fm;z . This

implies that Q.'f /.DdR.PX // vanishes at z, yielding that Q.'f /.DdR.PX //D 0

by the Zariski density of Z. �
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